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STRl.JCTURAL ANALYSIS - In (CE -312)

Time: 03 Hours

. Instruction to Candidates:
...

Section- Ais COfJlpulsOIJ'

Attempt any Four questions from Section -B.
Attempt any Two questions from Section- C.

Maximum J\'larks: 60

1)

2)

3) .
Section -A

QI) (10 x 2 =20)

a) What do you mean by Indeterminate Structures?

b) Detennine statical indeterminacy ~fbeam shown in Fig].

~i ~ .L '

c) What is Free frame?.
d) Define stresses due to lack of fit.

e) For a space structure, how many degre~sof freedomhas a beam eJement?

t) What is meant by compatibility?

g) DifferentiateAction & Displacement.

h) Differentiate between rigid jointed plane frames and pin jointed plane
frames. '

i) What is a conjugate beam?

. j) ,\Vhat is a Displacement function?
.
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Section - B

( 4 x 5 = 20)

02) For the overhanging beam shown in Fig 2, determine all coefficients in the
tlexibility matrix relating actions AI and A2 to their corresponding
displacements. Assume that the beam has constant flexural rigidity E1. ..

Q3) Compare flexibility method with stiffness method for analysing structures.

Q4) Detennine the end slopes and mid span deflection for a simply supported
beam carrying unifonnly .distributedloadJw) per unit length. Use conjugate
BeamMethod. .

Q5) Analyse the continuous'beam shown in Fig 3. by Stiffness Method.
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Q6) List the advantages of Finite Element Method over conventional methods.
Explain the concept of equivalent loads. .
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Section - c
(2 x 10 = 20)
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Q7) Analyse the frame (Fig 4) by Flexibility Method.
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Q8) Analyse the portal frame shown in Fig 5. by Stiffness Method:
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Q9) Write short notes on any TWO of the foHowing:

(3) Relation between Slope Deflection Method and Stiffness Method.

. (b) SymmetricProperties of Flexibility and.Stiffness Matrices.
(c) Temperature -Stresses.
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